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Ellam Ondre All Is One Bhagavan Sri Ramana Maharshi
Based on an old Tamil publication which has been commended by Ramana Maharshi, 1879-1950, Hindu philosopher
and saint from Tamil Nadu, India.
A comprehensive, yet entertaining introduction to Advaita, the non-dual teaching which provides a completely reasonable
explanation for who we are and the nature of the universe. There are many `self-help' approaches promising
enlightenment and happiness but most are illogical and lack any proven capability. Advaita has a guru-disciple tradition
stretching back for several thousand years and can guarantee the sincere seeker a progressive path to self-realization. A
21st Century treatment of this ancient eastern philosophy, this book addresses all of the issues that are covered by both
traditional teachers from the lineage of Shankara, and by modem `satsang teaching' and Direct Path methods stemming
from Ramana Maharshi and Krishna Menon. Topics are explained in an accessible and readable manner, using amusing
quotations and stories along with an abundance of metaphors from a wide variety of sources. Some of the most difficult
concepts are clarified, whilst recognizing that this knowledge is ultimately beyond language or intellectual understanding.
The Book of One is perhaps the most accessible, articulate and relevant book on the nature of non-duality. "An updated
edition of Dennis' Advaitic treasure trove. It benefits from nine years further research into the traditional roots of AdvaitaVedanta. This new edition will become essential for students, seekers, scholars, and cultural historians." Greg Goode,
author of `Standing as Awareness' "...a masterful and profoundly insightful survey of Advaita Vedanta Teaching and the
Contemporary Scene" Alan Jacobs, President Ramana Maharshi Foundation UK "The Book of One' takes the reader
step by step on an intellectual inquiry into the truth of oneself. It provides a critical examination of the meaning and
purpose of one's life" Dr Kuntimaddi Sadananda, AchArya at Washington Chinmaya Mission
All is One
Ben shu shi yi ben zi chuan xing zhi de xiao shuo, yi zuo zhe qin shen de jing li miao mo le ta yu fu qin zhi jian gong tong
xiang you que wu fa rong he de can ku er zhen shi de sheng huo, tong shi ye miao shu le sheng huo zai mei guo bu lang
ke si yi min qu de yi min de sheng huo zhuang tai.
????????????????
???(1947- ),?????,???????????
Sri Ramana Maharshi (1879-1950), who has opened up the path of advaita to all people, is one of the most remarkable Sages of
the modern era. After his enlightenment at age 17 he led a simple life on the sacred Hill Arunachala, in Southern India, for over 50
years, until his death. Attracted by the power of his presence, people from all countries, cultures and religions, whether rich or
poor, educated or uneducated, came in their thousands to see him. Since his death nothing has changed, on the contrary,
Ramanashram and Arunachala have become a vibrant spiritual centre and more and more people are showing an interest in the
teachings of Ramana Maharshi.
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